STRANGERS IN THE NIGHT
(A Theme from the Universal Picture "A Man Could Get Killed")

Key of F (D-C)  
Words by CHARLES SINGLETON
and EDDIE SNYDER
Music by BERT KAEMPFERT

Moderately slow

Piano

Refrain

STRANGERS IN THE NIGHT—exchanging glances, wondering in the night—

what were the chances we'd be sharing love before the night was

through. Something in your eyes was so inviting,

*Chord names and diagrams for guitar.
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something in your smile was so exciting, something in my heart

told me I must have you.

STRANGERS IN THE NIGHT two lonely people we were. STRANGERS IN THE NIGHT

up to the moment when we said our first hello. Little did we know
love was just a glance a-way, a warm embrac-ing dance a-way and ev-er since that night

we've been to-geth-er, lov-ers at first sight in love for-ev-er.

It turned out so right for STRAN-GERS IN THE

1. F Fdim Gm7 C7 2. F E5 G7 F6

NIGHT.  NIGHT.